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ORDER SIGNATURE – SMART KEY
OFFLINE MODE
Signing orders in BusinessNet using the Smart key in OFFline mode

STEP 1

Select order(s) to sign and choose “Sign Offline” option.

STEP 2

In the BusinessNet the Smart key instruction is displayed together with a field for one-time code entry.

Login to Smart Key application and follow the instruction displayed in BusinessNet. For non-payment orders choose “TO SIGN A NON-PAYMENT TRANSACTION”, for payment orders choose "TO SIGN AN ORDER".
STEP 3

Fill in 6-digit code and Amount values from BusinessNet and tap on the “GENERATE CODE” button to get one-time code.
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STEP 4

Rewrite generated code to the field „One time code” in the BusinessNet and press the „Sign” button to sign your order(s).
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STEP 5

Done, please check if the order was successfully signed.